
Root notes marked in this color

AThroughout “Lento” only A Dom 7 harmony, root notes 
are alternating between E, A, A sharp and D sharp

Chords are still based on the same root, even when it 
doesn’t sound (=rootless Promethean/Scriabin/Mystic 

chord)

Motif 1 = “long” motif

Motif 2 = “augmented” motif

Motif 3 = “yearning” motif

5th in bass

Augmented motif, with Bass tone (A) constructed a minor 7th bellow root of augmented 
motif 

(determined by enharmonic spelling >> G in this case) A7

Introduction, before 
exposition in sonata form. 
Functions to present all 

motifs.

Not part of augmented motif, but 
rather part of harmony >> upper 
structure of rootless dominant 

chord

Transpositions of yearning motif

Solving

Precursor to will motif / first theme



Full section in one color (=featuring only one root note)

This “Lento” introduction section introduces and develops 3 motifs, 
all within one root tone (dominant center) (=tonal center for Scriabin 

(Sabbagh, Sabaneev))

A Dom 7 with D sharp in Bass

A7/Dsharp

Solving 
into A7

Intertwining augmented 
motifs



E flat

F sharp

E flat minor 7 chord proceeding E Dom 7 chord

E flat dominant 7 chord

correct enharmonic spelling by Scriabin (Sabbagh) of 
Minor 7 and Dom 7 (applies to whole piece)

Spelling of Dom 7 chord, Scriabin takes care 
to write A sharp instead of B flat in the top 

voice

4th motif (=“will” motif)

Will motif is also turned into a standalone theme (theme 1), which functions as part of the 
exposition of the Sonata (assuming standard sonata form)

first theme (theme 1)

First theme is inferred from will motif, and is determined by a larger scale context, motifs 
becomes melody which becomes harmony



A C

A

Faster transitions of root tones, aligning with a more 
agitated character as the 1st theme is being 

developed

Split-off, 1 theme expositional development, agitated character 



G

F sharp B

Transition frpm a Dominant 7 chord, into a rootless chord, that still maintains the tonal 
(dominant) center 



F

B

5th of B Dom 7 in Bass

Clear transition to F 7 (=Dom), 
tritone substitution (from B7 to 

F7(

A flat (third from F) comes from Minor 7 chord, instead of Dominant 7
Root still same

2nd theme (of exposition), used as 
structural material, based on 

augmented motif, starts 
(interestingly) in same tonal center  

(F)

Development in exposition of augmented motif

Clear B7 chord

5th of B7 in bass, 
same idea as in the 

introduction

Will motif



F

BSwitching of Bass notes according to the same principle as in the 
introduction, tonal center the same

Pivot harmony (A flat), still in same tonal center, in relation to “surrounding” B and F.
Chord isn’t turned into a dominant chord.

yearning motif as part of 
development of 2nd theme (still 

in exposition)

B7

Pivot “harmony” solving into F7



F

A flat

Third of F minor 7 chord

F dominant 7

As preparation for Dominant harmony on next page, tonal center 
was prepared before (e.g. Bar 99)

Start of Development section of Sonata

“Outro” of exposition section

A flat Dom 7 harmony(with 5th in 
bass), later becomes minor 7



F sharp

Tonal development of 1st theme/ will motif (it is featured in different tonal centers)

Pivot chord preparing F sharp Dom 7

Augmented motif (appears numerous times)

Continuation of appearance in different keys of 1st theme



E

Preparation of E 7



B flat

E

B flat

5th in bass, still same tonal center

Augmented motif, from theme 2 also

yearning motif = increased 
polyphony as part of 
Development section

Part of 1st theme

B flat 7
Preparation and is already part of B flat 7

Different spirit of will motif, changing of 1st theme, trills embellishments (= “calm” section)



G

B

C

Augmented motif

Augmented chord (from augmented motif), augmented motif 
helps determining nonexistant root tone of harmony, by means 

of symmetry

Augmented motif based on minor 7th of root of tonal center, 
augmented chord to be observed in its enharmonic spelling, 

compare with e.g. Bar 4 

B flat is root tone of augmented chord in right hand (not 
to be confused with root tone of tonal center), B flat is 

minor 7th from C Developing 2nd theme, big 
change of character (tragique)



E

B flat E

Tonal development of 2nd theme (it appears in different tonalities) while (!) the root of the 
tonal center stays the same, just as in the introduction to the sonata

Rootless 7th chord (minor 7th), it works without the 
surroundings of a dominant chord, because the 
Bass tone (B) is dramatically different from the 

previous tonal center (C) and couldn’t appear there 
by logic derived from analyising the introduction.

Clear B flat Dom 7

(See Bar 286 following)



G

E G

2nd development section (could be seen as the development of 
the development), this supports the idea that the 8th sonata by 
Scriabin features a sonata as its development (sonata inside 

sonata), that’s why it is indeed complicated)

E Dominant, prepared before by 2 
appearances of minor 7th chords G7

Development tricks by Scriabin

Development of development, featuring more 
polyphony, as even more motifs are combined. It also 
features other tonal centers/colors. The way they are 

constructed remain the same as seen before.



D flat

B flat

D

Calm section (as seen before), but with more tonal centers, as it is extended…

…supporting the idea of the development of the development.



B D

B D

B D

E flatRoot derived in the 
same way as in the 
very similar tragique 

section before



Featuring different upper structures on same root note (harmonic development)



G D flat G

Same principles as outlined before, see Bar 208 onwards

G7

Same tonal center (seen before)

Correct enharmonic 
spelling of Dom 7 

chord

Solving



Ending of development section, featuring the split-off mentioned on page 4…

…functions emotionally as “Dominantflaeche” in classical sonata form

Start of recapitulation, which still maintains same tonal center (!)



B flat

D flat G



D flat

Brief deviation to calm section (of the development of the development)



B

B flat



A

E flat

Root of augmented motif (G) still minor 7th away from root of tonal center (A)



A

E flat



A

C

A

Coda section (until end), combining all 3 motifs of introduction, in increasingly fast tempo 
(“outro”)

Augmented motif



Yearning motif

(Still) A7

Long motif

Faster





Still part of A7 tonal center

And faster



From long motif

Long motif for last time

As long motif was the first to appear, its is also the last to end (probable philosophical 
implications)

Sonata ending on an A7(9) chord


